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Evaluation and experimentation as a component part of educational planning

One major theme of the preceding papers has been the need to build

in evaluation and experimentation as a component part of educaAonal planning.

To recapitulate some of the examples of the types of questions where evaluation

and experimentation can shed light:

- Are the revised or new curriculum materials ',working' with the

students for whom they are intended, in the sense that the students

are achieving the learning obje'ctives? If not, what are the weak

points in what is being attained by which students?

Is there a systematic increase over time of student achievement inclu(ling

practical subjects)? Is thia equal for all sub-groups of a t

in different schoola in different regions within the couniry? If

it

inequalities exist, where do they exist?

- Are the objectives of teacher education courses being attained by

all students? If not, 'why not? What remedial measures can be taken?

- Are the teacher behaviours tauglit in teacher education having a

positive effect on cognitive learning, affective learning, etc.,

in the persons taught by those teachers? If not, are there other

behaviours which should be taught? If so, which?

The answers to questions such.as the above are important for planners..

in any system of education and help in the reallocation of resources. They

can improve understanding of the way in which the various factors (input and

process into the educational system) interact with each other so that

improvements can be gained through the manipulation of such variables. Diffe.rent

models of evaluation and experimentation have already been given in some of the pre-

ceding papers. We recomMend that donor agencies build evaluation and experimentation

into its future projects to the extent possible for the good of the recipient

country (as well aa the donor agency) and that the donor agency and the recipient be

milling toD allocate such resources in order that systematically designed experiment

'and evaluation can be undertaken. In this way all parties can learn from differing

educatiunal practices. Indeed, if evaluation data exist in countries, the
,

donor agency's identification of the weak aspects in need of support will be an

easier task. Furthermore, consiaering the large percentage of the GNP and

-National Budget which is spent on education in most developing countries, it
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is almost inconceivable that little systematic effort in evaluation of education

has been undertaken. Given the 'state of the art' in evaluation, it would be

feasible to introduce evaluation at relatively small cost in most developing

countries.

There are several examples of large-scale evaluation and experimentation

in developed countries and some in developing countries. The international

Association for the EValuation of Educational Achievement'(1EA) has recently

terminated a co-operative international project involving six subject areas

at three different levels of education in each of.23 countries. Four of these

countries were developing countries. The procedures for evaluation have been

well tested over several decades. The quicker such evaluation and experimentation

procedures can.be implemented under the auspices of the national ministries of

education, for the benefit of their own systems of education, the better. Just

as one author has shown that there are many dangers in implanting in one country a

curriculum developed in another, so there are dangers in taking instrumentation7
for evaluatton purposes from one country to another. 'It is the evaluators and

experimenters within each country who must develop instruments relevant to

the needs of their own projects in their own cultures.

1. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTATION STRUCTURES

The competencies required to undertake such evaluation work could be

collected within one central unit (for example within the Ministry of Education)

or relevant pla_nning organisation, or within a university, or in an independent

organisation. Which location within the education system is optimal will depend

to a large extent on the existing structures and where the competencies are

currently found.

The evaluation-experimentation component would have two major functions:

(a) The systematic monitoring of the 'efficiency' of the educational*

system, in particular (i) student learning outcomes, measurable
.

changes in student behaviours at various points in the educational

system; and (ii) structural criteria (financial, demographic,

growth and.change, etc,) and societal impacts (particularly as

regards student placement in the job market, changes in produc-

tivity levels, etc.).

(b) Expe'rimentation with and evaluation of methods of teaching,

curricular materials, instructional processes, etc. to determine

their 'workability' before implementation is undertaken.
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The monitoring of the system ae a whole and the evaluation of

innovations before implementation will both generate information which can

be of great help in further decision-making in the system. It is essential

that links between the evaluators and the policy-makers be built and maintained.

One of the critical tasks in the setting-up of such experimentation and

evaluation components will be that of convincing senior officiap in the

appropriate ministries of the need for such work.

The structure of such experimentation-evaluation units, as mentioned

above, will depend on existing structures within the system. Appendix I to Lhis

paper presents a series of comments on the way in which research centres dealing

with evaluation and experimentation have evolved, the sources of demand for

research, and the different structures of such centres.

The.word'research is used in Appendix I simply b(=cause it is the general

term which has been used to denote, inter alia, the experimentation and

evaluation aspects of eduoational assessment. .The structures of the existing

research competencies and units clearly vary from country to country. There

would seem to be little use in a donor agency helping isolated individualt

unless the basic number of personnel were brought together in a small unit

with the 'appropriate' relationships with the country's Ministry of Education

and Planning. The major options include: improving existing structures,

creating new units with specialised functions and, in some cases, using foreign

personnel for short-term periods.

FOr any proposed project for funding in a developing country, the

donor's appraisal should, as a matter of routine, investigate the needs,

feasibility, resources available, and possibly existing structures for

evaluation, and propose the type of evaluation and experimentation unit

to be set up.

The extent to which the structdre is centralized will be an issue.

In general if no unit exists our recommendation would be to have a-centralized

,unit placed within the Ministry of Education. Such a centralized unit would

include structures concerned with curriculum development, teacher education, and

-all aspects of evaluation. We are aware of the arguments of certain researchers

that the research unit should be independent of the policy-making structure,

but our experience does not support this view. If the policy-makers wish to

take evaluation seriously they will; if not, not. The important criteria are

that the unit should have effective communication with the various levels of

policy-makers, th ability to collect the required data from the schools and
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students, and the ability and wherewithal to procesa and analyse the data.

This in turn presupposes that there will be adequate financing for a small

nucleue of staff and good physical facilities. Donor agencies ahould aupport

the structure in auch a way that it would survive long after the donor agency

had finished its work there. This survival will depend to some extent on

-the recruitment undertaken, the way in which the career pattern fits into

the structure, the intrinsic interest in the work, etc.

The relationship of the evaluation and experimentation unit to the

curriculum development centre, the examinations unit, and teacher training

will be of primeimportance to the functioning of the education system. All

that can be done at this point is to raise the issues.

2. THE TRAINIMU OF EVALUATORS

Thom main aim of this section is to outline varioue approaches to the

training of evaluators in developing countries - an activity which is, as yet,

weak in these countries. The training of evaluators nust be recognised, both

by donor agencies and the recipient country, as one of the priority areaS for

technical assistance. In the majority of countries, there is at least one

person with knowledge of, and engagement in, evaluation. Such personnel who

can participate in training should be identified, their own additional training

needs should be specified, and the approaches to training planned.

2.1 General situation

There is in general a lack of trained evaluators'in developing countries,

but the situation varies from Country to country. If one taies developing

countries as a whole, it would appear that the actual experience in, and

knowledge of, evaluation (in all its many aspects) is limited. There are

certain characteristics of evaluation personnel in which different countries

vary. The more important characteristics are:

(t)

(ii)

The number of persons involved in evaluation work;

The qualifications and the amount of experience of the persons

involved in evaluation work.
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(iii) Placement of educational evaluators. In general persons with

evaluation competence tend to be widely scattered in developing

countries. This soattering is associated with a lack of systematic

and co-ordinated evaluation work.

(iv) The nature of the experimentation and evaluation activities in

which evaluation personnel are engaged.

All these different characteristics can be identified for each country

and will help determine the type of training programmes required.
2.2 Possible modes of training

The needs of persons to be trained will differ somewhat from country

to country and from time to time. One should perhaps think of training at

two levels: simple and complex. Certain routine aspects of evaluation (e.g. the
evaluation of the first and second try-outa of new curriculum materials)

are elementary. Other aspects require a great deal of knowledge in research

design, sampling, statistical analysis, etc., on the part of the evaluation

leaders in each country. Unfortunately, those with more advanced knowledge
but with little experience sometimes 'use a sledgehammer to crack a nut'.
This tendency must be avoided.

Let us consider the following training models:

1. On-the-job training;

2. Tailonquade international intensive training courses;

3. Regional and national training courses;

4. Short-term academic training;

5. StudY,leaves.

2.21 On-the-job training. One of the quickest ways of improving the,

evaluation competency of a group is to require that they accomplish certain

tasks within a certain time limit. But the tmsks must be highly specific

(e.g. construct a test to measUre the science achievement of 8th graders, or

draw a probability sample of*pupils aged 10 in the public-,system of education).

An example of this model has occurred in the course of the IEA co-operative

form of research, which increased-the overall competency considerably In many
0 .

national research centres in this way. Each LEA national researcher, had to

gp through a series of steps: identification of target populations, content

analyses of textbooka,,item writing, pre-testing of items on specially selected

judgeMent samples; item analysis, drawing of probability samples of schools

and students in target populations, identification and measuring of critical
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social variables, translation and printing of all tests, briefing of tastera,,

data collection, coding, data recording, interpretation of analyses, etc. ,

Each national technical officer and his assistants had thus to carry

out in detail eaoh step in the evaluation process for the national system

in his own couhtry.

Another form of on-the-job training is to.have.a speCific project

begun, and for the donor agency to supply the approoriata technical assistance

either for the period of the project or at regular intervals throughout the

project. The technical assistants would have to be hand-picked. The selection

mechanism might pose a problemi What is important in this type of training is

that the group of evaluators remains the same froM the conceptualisation of

the project through the interpretation of the results and write-up. One

difficulty of this type of training is that for more complex data the omputer

facilities and/or programming personnel may not 'be avarlible 1n develcfping

countries whereas in the IEA type of activity the data Processing would be

undertaken internationally. In.each case the bulk of the financing should

come from the individual nation.

2.22 Tailor-made international intensive courses. Intensive courses

at aninternational centre can be useful provided,that the course is geared

closely to the needs of the participants. In several instances, persons

with virtually no knowledge or experience ofevaluation have attended-

international courses and upon return to their countries have initiated

evaluation activities which within two or three years became the mechanism

for undertaking major work in education system monitoring and assessment.

This type of development can readily be brought about in developing countries.
4

In many ways it should be easier when there is less tradition to be overcome.

An example of the rationale and timetable of an intensive course given

by the International Institute for Educational Planning (IIEP) is presented

in'Appendix II. Universities and testing agencies also provide training

courses in evaluation. The total cost of such courses can run to $90,000

(35 persons' ere all costs are borne by the sponsoring agency.

2.23 Regional,and national training.courses. Again, these courses

should be tailon-made to meet the needs of the participants. The advantage

of regional courses is that they will cost leas, and the evaluators in a

region will get to know each other's work and can set up a collaborative
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network. Such courses could be of 4-6 week's duration with as many faculty

members as possible being drawn from the region itself.

2.24 Dhort- and long-term academic trainiRK

For short-term training, it might be beneficial in several countries

to identify persona who will become leaders in evaluation in their owti

countries and offer them training. Such personnel should be selected in

terms of their interest (e.g. teacher effectiveness' evaluation, curriculum

evaluation, survey evaluation, advanced statistical analysis, etc.) for

the Formation of groups of some 10625 persona from various countries. Each

group would have one or two intensive courses of three or six months' duration

at one oi two selected academic institutions.

For long-term training, it has been common practice in past decades

for evaluation specialists to attend universities in other countries. They

attend for a three- or four-year period.for their graduate work, there being

no possibility of graduate work in their awn country. In many ways it would

be of more practical value to have students train at a foreign university for

short periods interspersed by longer periods of field work in their own

countries..

Tb this end it is anticipated that one or two universities will be

selected which can offer programmes'of three to four months' duration each

year for a period of three to four years. Although theae programmes could

lead to advanced degrees, the main thrust of the work would be found In

-the country of origin.

2.25 Study leave abroad

For certain senior evaluators it would not be necessary to have further

academic training, but it would be desirable for them to gain'knowledge on

how the problems they are facing ire dealt with in practice in other countries.

It is suggested that indivlduals would have study leave of a few weeka' -duration

.to visit several evaluation centres known to have made progress in the particular

areas of immeaiate importance to the centre conaerned in order to observe the

methods of evaluationkelsewhere.

Levals of expertise and existing resoUrceS

Many peraons make a distinction between simple and complex types of

evaluation. Perhaps the Simple type should be learned by on-thi-job training

and national regional seminars, the more complex being reserved for other forma

of training. The mOre complex training would havi to be more subject-matter
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anchored; e.g. teaching effectiveness research would have to be a specialised

course. It is difficult to see the borderline between the two clearly at

thie point, but this should become olearer as experience with training proceeds.

3. EVALUATION COSTS OF TYPICAL PROJECTS

No reference has yet been made to the costs of carrying out

any one evaluation of a particular project. Clearly the costs

will vary from project to project, depending on local conditions.and the size-

and complexity of the project. Below we have described three different types

of evaluation of three different projects each of which might be regarded as

typical. We show the timetable the competencies required and the personnel

man-months.

-- 3.1 ProJact 1. SumMative evaluation

Let us aseume that a summative evaluation is required of a specific

vocaiional training programne which is operating in 100 schools.in a,developing

oountry. The curriculum would be well established, but the test constructors

would have had little experience of the vocational subject curriculum and no

experience of developing tests in.that pubject. Testing would be oarried out
,

in some 40-50 schools with about 2,000 students in the sample involving data

colle ion on input process 4,10 output data. This would yield a considerable

volJe of data. The analyses will include multivariatelanalysee, and hence

it will not be feoiible to have the data analysed by Hind. It is recommended

that a computer be used, and this implies periodic aCcess to a computersystem.

(As a general point, it should,be stated 'that.small computer facilities already

exist in developing countries, and often they are'under-utilized.. The.critical

consideration is that the hardware be powerful:enough to allow programming in

a high level language auch as FORTRAN or,ALSOL. This kind of,facility enAbles

evaluation unite ta develop their own computer programnee,_and to talie advantage

of the many paskages ormated to do this sort of work in various centres arOund

the world.)
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One member of the evaluation unit will act as project director.

The timetable will be is follows:

Construction of tests and'instruments (inclUding
'pre-teating)

Drawing of sample

Printing of tests

Administration of tests

C.;iing and recording of data

--Statistical analysis

Intepretation of resulta and write-up

The,competencips required will be:

test arid scale const;uction

sampling theory appliaation

statistical analysis

.data processing

Time in
months

Month 0

Month b

Month 7

Months 10-12

The persons required together with the time in man-months (mm) will be:

Professional

(a) 1 test constructor (2 mm)

(b) 1 Curriculum consultant°(2 mm)

(c) 1 scale and questionnaire construotor 2 mm)

(d) 8 test administrators (2 mm)

(f;) 1 data prodessC (8 mm)

(f) 1 etati5tician.41 mm)

Total: 17 man-months

Other)
(g) 2 coders (1 mm)

(h) 1 secretiry (12 mm)

Total: 13 man;months

13
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3.2 Pro ect 2. Formative evaluation of curriculum material

The plan of formative evaluation is based on the assumption that a

curriculum team has prepared a draft of new instructional material. This

draft has been produced in sufficient number of copies and tried out Ili a

sample of approximately eight classes selected on judgemental basis in such

a way that it represents the student population for which the programme has

been prepared.

The responsibility of the evaluators will be to collect data during

the try out of the material, to summarize the data, and to formulate suggestions

if needed, for theAmpdification of the programme.

The timetable_ofzuch-aetivity-i-s-bo-undto the timetable prescribed for

the try out of the material. It is assumed that a course will be taught during

a.full school year, i.e., during ten months. Evaluation activities should start

two months before the actual try out starts, continue during ten months of the

teaching period, and then continue for two additional.months after finishing

the try out.

The plan ie prepared for a course which is taught during a whole school

- year to an extent of five periods in a week. Such a course would correspond'

to a one-year course in one of the major subjects taught in school, such as

'mother tongue, science, or practical agriculture.

The timetablewill be as follows:

Contacting schools

Construction of 7 formative evaluation
instrumentr (approximately 7x40 items)

Visiting s.aools

Administration of tests

Interpretation of results

The competencies required will be:

(a) test construction,

(b) experience in teaching

14

Time in
months

Moirph 0

Month 2

Month 3

1
Month 10

Months 11-12



The persons required with the time in man-months (mm) will be:

frofessional

(a) 1 teat constructor (7 um)

(b) 1 teacher (2 mm)

(c) 1 student in teacher training institute or University

Department of Psychology (5 mm)

otal: 14 man-months

0 jer

(d) Clerical assistance (16 mm)

Total: 16 man-months

3.3 Project 3. Formative evaluation of teacher education programme(s)

The purpoaes'of the proposed formative evaluation of a teacher education

programme would be :t.4 determine: (a) the objectives of the programme, (b) their

appropriateness in the lightof current knowledge concerning teacher 2ducation

and teacher effectiveness, (c) the degree to which the objectives are being

achieved, (d) the degree to which specific other Objectives are desirable and

feasible, and (e) the estimated cost of installing a programme that would

achieve more desirable objectiyes. Finally the project would eventuate'in

(f) recommendations.

The methods that would be used to achieve7each of the aforementioned

purpoaes aresindicated below along with estimated of the competencies and

man-months needed.
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Time in
weeks

0

Examine literature course syllabi, textbooks, 1

manuals, etc. of each of the courses and other
experiences to be undergone by teacher trainees week 1 '

Compare the materials, instructional and training
methods, and experiences undergone by the
trainees with those considered desirable in the
lightof current knowledge week 1 1/2

1,

Construct, admtnister,,__ancLinterpret-question-,
naire, interview, and observation instrumenta
for the studentt at varioui points in the.
teacher education programme (early; middle,
and late stages) week 4 1/2

Usage in interviewsand dimicussions with
administrators, policy-maims, teachers,
students, alumni, and employers of the
products of the teacher eduoation
programme

&amine the kinds of personnel, material,
experiences, equipment, etc., needed to
carry out alternative programme(s)

Combine the results of Tasks (a) - (e) week 6

5 1/2

The competencies required will be:

(a) experience in the theory, research
literature, and practical phases
of teacher education.

(b) evaluation

The persona required with the time in man-weeks (mw ) will be:

Professional

(a) specialist.in teacher education planning
and programming (6 mw)

(b) 2 graduate-student assistants in evaluation (8 1/2 mw)

Total; 14 1/2 man-weeks

Other

(c) clerical assistance (12 mw)

'Total: 12 man-weeks

4. ik2ARIIII

The extent to which in-built eValuation needs to be encouraged will vary N.
somewhat from country to country. The support required for the accompanying

.structures.will also vary. The need for training is great but the modes of increasing-
competence in evaluations'are manifold.

,What are the priorities which donor agencies give to.these problems and what.'
-meohanisms Can they employ'to encourage and build.up such evaluationi
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APPENDIX I

COMMENTS ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL-EVALUATION UNITS

Although the following describes the establishment to date of

research centres, it is hoped that donor agencies might be able to cut

many corners and establish a central co-ordinating and/or executing
centre rapidly.

Yates (The Role of Educational-Research in Educational Change,

Pacific Books, 1971) saggested that a typical development of educational

research.organisations seems tc have included the following :

(a) the enterprise was founded by indiViduals, who for the

most part worked within the universities with little or no

financial support;

(b) the universities then granted some recognition, often sparse

and grudging;

-(c) after some demonstrated sucoess, governments and government

departments rognized the potential vafue of educational

research and began ,t0 allocate public funds to support

projects, proposed to be carried out by individuals or

teams within universities;

(d) at that point, the university drpartments either grew into

large educational research,units or separate research institutes

. were formed.

'There are some notable exceptioni where the universities have played

a relatively minor'Tole (e.g. the Federal Republic of Germany and the USSR)

but in general the pattern for developing countries has been that the

research institutes -volved in the way described by Yates.

The question arises as ta how to institute educational research

squickly in developing countries with relatively under-developed,educatic-al

research activities within the universities. The need is felt to develop

school systems and the accompanying evaluation as rapidly as possible,

capitalizing on the.experience of developed countries, whereby ten years'

_progress_oan be_made in perhaps two years for the particular developing

country. Whether or not this is a viable-proposition is unsure. In many4-

cases there is no tradition of data collection: there are extremely few

trained and qualified researCh staff: where the research_staff is trained

it quite often consists of young persons who have been abroad and have not

8



yet the necessary educational status within their own countries to be able

to lead educational researcil. As mentioned above, the older educational

statesmen often do not understand educational research and it is often

difficult for such groups to work harmoniously together. In some cases, there

are blatant examples of nepotism, whereby unqualified persons are put into

senior positions. There are problems vis-à-vis the existing university staff

in terms of status: should the educational researchers have equal comparable

status or'should they have a higher status since the research required by

the government needs the best possible people'trained in the subject in

the country.

Some institutions have initially undertaken the collection of educa-

tional census data or some very,"small pilot-projects, or both. It would
. .

appear that those institutions which have proved to be successful have

from the very inception had certain delimited and specified goals to

achieve, whereas those which have been relatively unsuccessfUl have often

been creatcl, for the purpose of educational research without there being

any immediate specified goals for them to aim at,

a) Source of demandfor research

Educational research has been initiated by governments, by universities,

by private centers and foundations and by individuals.

In some cases, the government will establish an institution or Center

to carry out the education research. In this case, the educational center

is financed completely by the government and certain statutory controls are

employed. In some cases, the center for research might be within the

ministry of education or in another governmental department where other

social sciences related to education may be undertaking more educational

work than other domains (e.g. Sociology,.economics, demography,-etc.).

The center may be located within a university, u*ually, but not always,

where the,university is a.State one.

In some cases, the ministry of education or other governmental depart-

ments will create a 'bureau' or unit within the ministry or _department, in

order to distribute funds"for research projects to universities and research

institutions Whether they be State or private. In some countries, the

bureaux have an elaborate system for identifying the priorities to be given

to particular aspects of the research. In Sweden,for example, the bureau

within the National Board of Education, asks the other departments within

the National Board of Education for their suggestions for research priori-.

ties for the next-five years. Once theseApriorities have been put into.some

t9-
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sort of systematic form, they are made as suggPstions to the universities

and other research institutes in Sweden, asking for comments on thPse priorities,

as well as suggestions for other types of research and how these would fit

into the present priority structure. Again the bureau wilj ask certain

individuals, known for their wisdom and perception in education,.to give

their suggestions for priorities for,research -over a five, orin some Cases

A ten-year period. All of these suggestions are then sifted by the senior

members of the bureau and finally brought into a priority list which then

,goen before the senior members of the whole of the National Board of Education.

The National Board of-Education at this point can make suggestions for the

financial distribution for the coming year, and at the same time, make modifi-

cations for the estimated budgets for the coming years and for the amount

of money for the bureau's expenditures.

This, of course, is a very rational approach and in other cases the

priorities for research are often left to one or two members of a bureau

within a ministry, with very few controls upon them, except that'they have

a fixed budget within which to work. In yet other cases, a bureau within a

department may cohsist of only one or two persons,.and in certain countries

there is no fixed budget for research, and the bureau has to negotiate the

amount for each research project, or ,.ven each item of expenditure within

a research project.

It is perhaps worth pointing out at"this time that ther, is a

tradition in certain countries not to have budgets too well speified, the

suggestion being that when a budget is specified, this will jeopardize the

possibility of"having increased.funds at a later time. This may appear to

be an irrational procedure but it does have certain advantages.within

certain cultural or power structures. Where the ability to obtain funds,

depends on the personality and connexions of an individual, he'often feels

that his obtaining of funds should be relatively secret and not open to/

attack from his competitors.

Certain grant-giving agencies and bureaux have begun the idea of

sequenced budgeting, i.e..step one is clearly defined, stPp two is less well

defined and step threP even lesn well defined. .However,' it is recognized

that the details'of step two Will depend upon step one and therefore an

adjusted budget for step two with a more specific plan will be submitted at

the end of step'one. However, an initial allocation is made for the total

amount of money for all three steps (which is, of course, only. a 'global

estimate). (cf. American Educational Research Journal, Vol. 7, No, 3, May 1970 ).

400
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b) Government creates outside agencies

It is possible.for a govennment or ministry to establish an outside

agency (i.e., not within the government) which has the responsibility for

deciding priorities:of research and educational innovation in general,

and the distribution of funds for t.hose projects. The body itself rarely

carries out research. An example of this would be the Schools' Council

i- England and Wales. In some cases,.)a government department will independent-

ly undertake research on particular problems that concern the school system.

For example, a department of labour (Canada) has undertaken a long study

of secondary school students and their choices for employment. A planning

department in another sounlry (France) has undertaken a very large scale

researeh prOject that has had ao its object the4ecisions on the implemen-

tation of the university structure in the country and the distribution of

university itudents, over a long period of time. These research projects

are se.l.dom h edlin close coAni.xion with departments of. education'and

have in some-c Cumstances interfered with educational research institution pro-
-,

grammes. In"general they have utilized larger.scale 'resources than are

available to the educational research institutionathat might have been

connected with the on-going educational research in the country. The general

problems of co-ordination in such cases have,' as far as can be seen, never

been faced.

c) Universities and similar institutions having research units

.It is quite common fot univerSity departments or faculties (e.g.,

education departments and faculties of social science) to have their own

. research programmes which the members of the faculty ually decide conjointly,

and then seek finance froth either the university itseiF or from outside

sources, e.g.,-grant-giving agencies of one kind .or another. As will be

. mentioned later, one of the big difficulties of many independent researches

is to avoid duplication.

In some cases, an'institute of research will be loosely attached

to the university (e.g., the Ethno-sociological Institute in the'Ivory

Coast and the UniVersity of Abidjan). In this,case the institute is usually

supported from outside sources with perhaps the university covering only the

overheads.
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Private research centres and foundations

Certain research foundations have been created which are independent

bodies, i.e., independent of the government, although they will have govern-

ment representation on their governing bodies. Such institutions as the

Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER), the National Foundation

for Educational Research (NFER), Scottish Council for ResearCh in Education

(SCRE), and the New Zealand Council for Educational Research (NZCER), are

examples of this. Their money comes mainly from local educational authori-

ties, government grants and grant-giving agencies. In most cases, they

conduct the reSearch themselves but in a few caseS they will commission

research from an individual or small group of persons.. This, however, is

becoming rare.

22
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APPENDIX II

INTENSIVE TRAININU COURSE ON. EVALUATION IN EDUCATION, IIEP,

7 January - 1 February 1974

The content for the course was determined by asking the selected

candidates what fields of interest were most important to them in

their current and future work. From the returned questionnaires,

it emerged that the predominant interests were in.the areas of systems

evaluation and the evaluation of learning materials and procedures.

However, some participants expressed an interest in guidance and selection

procedures and, 'to a lesser extent, in the evaluation of school.personnel.

The detailed timetable given below refleCts these emphasists.

The course is comprised of the teaching of sti-ategies of evaluation

in all four areas of interest and the presentation. of the techniques

by which such evaluation is accomplished. In the area of techniques,

topics covered will inciAe research design, the-theory and practice of

sampling,
. instrument construction, methods of data collection, data

prodessing, statistical analysis and interpretation and report writing.

The learning situations include lectures, discussion groups, pradtical .

work, individual consultation with faculty and individual project work. :

In assisting each participant in the conduct of his current of future wdrk,

the individual project work has a special place and-provision for it is

extended throughout the course,

2 3
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The course falls naturally into two parts. The first twn weeks are

devoted to an introduction of theJour topics and thebeginning of individual

aisignments. Also during the first two weeks basic ideas in mental measure-

ment, statistical analysis and research design are to be dealt with. The

second two weeks continue,the presentation of topics and techniques with

incressed emphasis on system and curricultim evalUation and upon the comnle-

tion of individual project work. Ouestionnaire and attitude scale construc-

tion are.given special attention in these latter two weeks.

Further to this, each participant WEIR renuested to celect one problem/

project with which he would be concerned in the near future and describe this

in detail under the followinp headings:

1. Aim(s) of project (giving also social educational context).

2. Evaluation design.

3. Sampling procedures.

4. Instruments (questionnaires, tests etc.).

'5. Data collection

6.. Data analysis.

7. Proposed write-up.

8. Problems you face in the work.

9 Facilities at your disposal in general, but particularly for data

collection and processing.

A major part of the indiiridual work at the traininp course was

concerned with helping to solve the types of evaluation problems with which

each participant would be faced on his returnrto his country. Indeed, each

particiOant had zo Write.an.end-of-course Paper dealing with the solution of
his problems.

24
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Timetable

Day i Session 1 9.15 lfl.4 Welcome by Director.

Administrative Announcements.
Introduction of Faculty and Participants.

Session 2 11.15 12.45 Description and Explanation of Programme.

Session 3 14.3n 16.nn- Evaluation for what?

Session 4 16.3n 18.nn Discussion.

Day 2 Session 1 )

Session 2 )

Session 3

Group workto discuss individual proi(ct
work and nref(rred readinn issinnrents..

A
.t

Tasks of identifinc and onerati6nal4sinc
objectives in four rain themes:

National systems
Curriculum
Selection and Guidance
School Per4onne1

Session 4. Practical work 'on nperationalisinn
objectives.

Session 5 18.00. 10.30 Individual consultation.

Day 3 4Session 1 Individual consultation or librarv wor

Session 2 "Introduction to the measurement of ability
and achieverent.' This will include the
concepts of seales of measurement, relia-
bility, error, validity, disnersion."and
covariation.

Session 3

Sission 4

Dsy 4 Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

;Practical Aercise.

"Univariate statistics" Plus discussion.

Evaluation of pedae ical aspects of
national systems. This will include the
notions.of.efficiency and effectiveness
and Will deal with wastage (i.e. repetition
and drop-out). selection of indices and
outcome .criteria.

Curriculum evaluation. This will include
the identification of different levels of
curriculum and rrovedures and the try-out
procedures for a given learninn unit.

Group work c(roup 1 - Systems
Group 2_ Curriculum
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Session 4 arrelation Analysis. This will include
Troduct-moment, rank-order, 'poinr hi-serial,
biserial, tetrachoric And phi (with reference
to x2).

..Day 5 SessiOn-J Norm and Criterion
referenced meaSures.

Session 2 Test construction (includinr item analysis)'.1.

Session 3 )). .

Practical exercises and discussfon..,-,7...Seesion 4 )

Day_6 ,a.m.,
Individual consultation.

Day 7 SesfriQn 1 Selection and Guidance
I

Seiiion 2. Diicussion.

Session 3 ) ,

iIndividual consultation and work.Session 4 )

pay'8 Session 1 Observation and Raiinp Technioues.

Session 2' Survey Desipn.

Seseion'l
Experimental Design.'

Day 9

Session 4 Discussion;

SessiOn 1

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

Day 10 Session 1

Day 11

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3 )

Session 4 )

52.

The conceptualisation and execution of some
evaluation projects in developinr countries.

Selection of reseireh design for narticular
contexts. Selected nronosals h" participants.

Continuation of Session 2.

Individual work.

Analysis of variance,

Introduction to multivariate analysis.

Multiple regression.

Practical exercises.

Some non-parametric statistics and heir
applications.

Practical exercises-

Presentation by individual participants on their' 'current or future nroposals for research,
followed by discussion.

2A.



Day 12 Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

Seision 4

Day 13 Session 1

experimental).

Session 2

Models of curr culum evaluation. ,.1

Individual Orration an (irk. It

, ;V.Content sna sis, bpi -pr- intIngd atOril writing:- .

,

Practical exercise on tem writig.

Sampliniz ofarget popultallons (survey and

Selected presentations on sampling hy
participants.

Session 3 Units of item analysis.

Session 4 Practical exercise item analysis.

Day_14 Session 1 Ouestionnaire design.

1
Session 2 Practical exercise on questionnaire item writinp.

Session.3 The nature of attitudes and other affective
constructs.

Session 4 Discussion.

'Day 15 Session 1 ) 'Attitude scale construction, scaling techniquesSession 2 ) and analysis.

Sesiion 3 PractiCal exercise.

Session 4 Individual consultAtion.

Day 16 Session I Need And methodolopy of evaluation of technology
of learning materials.

.

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

Discussion

Individual consultation.

Individual work.

pay 17 Session 1 Introduction to data:processine from reception
of data to final analysis. Simnle approachs..

Sessi&I

Session 3

SessiOn

Introduction to data processine from reccnei,on
of data to final analysis_ Sophirstieated
approach.

A case study of curriculum evaluation.

Discussion:

27
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P AY 2-P

Day_ 19

Day 20

Session I
Sesssion 2

Session-3
Session 4

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3
Session 4

Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
,

Session 1
Session 2
Session 3

Session 4

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

;

.-

4ultiple regression and canonical Ana1v41,1
followed by discussion.

Individual work and Consultation.

IteM sampling Rotation and Rasch.

Discussion.

Individual work and consultation.

Rarticipants! presentatic,n of completed project
desions plus discussion.

PArtici.pants' presentation of comnleted pioject
desiens plus discussion.

Director's concludine remarks

Day 211

4
41*4


